Please use the form below to provide feedback for your colleague’s first draft. Your comments will have no effect on their grade, but YOU will receive credit for providing a helpful review. Hence you should aim to provide honest feedback about what has been done well, and where you see room for improvement.

Author’s Name:

Reviewer’s Name:

Step 1. As you read through the draft, please circle/indicate any misspelled words, grammatical mistakes, or mathematical errors that you notice. A short note can be helpful, e.g. “I think you mean $\varepsilon/3$ here, not $3/\varepsilon$.”

Step 2. Please provide written feedback on each of these issues.

1. **Contents and Completeness** Does the draft contain all of the required components of the project? (Introduction, Definitions, Theorems, proofs, and examples.) If not, what seems to be missing? Are there parts you feel could be trimmed or expanded? Explain.

2. **Mathematical justification** Separate from the issue of mathematical correctness / errors: were you able to understand the mathematical work? In the draft, circle or indicate any line (paragraph, entire proof...) that was difficult to understand, or had large leaps in logic or gaps in computations which make the work hard to follow. Use the space below to summarize where the author should work to improve the mathematical explanations.
3. **Mathematical formatting** In general, was it easy to tell the mathematics apart from the surrounding text? Were equations set apart on their own lines as appropriate? (This can also be overdone!) Were there page-long paragraphs with huge blocks of text and mathematics?

4. **Organization** Does the draft cover the topics in a logical and easy to follow manner? Tell the author if you think it would be helpful to rearrange any of the components. (e.g. “Move Example 2 to the previous page, right after the definition of continuity.”) Are the examples and explanations relevant and helpful?

5. **Finally...** Add any other relevant comments for the author. Examples might include “Use a spell checker,” “I really liked the example where you...” or “The font size is too small to read.”